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General Remarks

• Computer vision  is very strong and effective
• but there remain problems: 
• Greatest strengths

• using data to construct effective, highly polished features
• classification;  detection; reconstruction;

• but a lot of modern vision is a straight money game

• What should academic vision do?
• Join a crew

• works for some; 
• boring; narrowing

• Contrarianism
• do stuff industry can’t or won’t do
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Machine learning methods are now an important tool for scientists, researchers, engineers 
and students in a wide range of areas. ! is book is written for people who want to adopt and 
use the main tools of machine learning, but aren’t necessarily going to want to be machine 
learning researchers. Intended for students in " nal year undergraduate or " rst year graduate 
computer science programs in machine learning, this textbook is a machine learning toolkit. 
Applied Machine Learning covers many topics for people who want to use machine learning 
processes to get things done, with a strong emphasis on using existing tools and packages, 
rather than writing one’s own code.

A companion to the author’s Probability and Statistics for Computer Science, this book picks 
up where the earlier book le#  o$  (but also supplies a summary of probability that the reader 
can use).

 • Emphasizing the usefulness of standard machinery from applied statistics, this 
textbook gives an overview of the major applied areas in learning

 • Covers the ideas in machine learning that everyone going to use learning tools should 
know, whatever their chosen specialty or career.

 • Broad coverage of the area ensures enough to get the reader started, and to realize that 
it’s worth knowing more in-depth knowledge of the topic.

 • Practical approach emphasizes using existing tools and packages quickly, with enough 
pragmatic material on deep networks to get the learner started without needing to 
study other material.

Startups:

Lightform
Revery.ai

Reconstruct
Depix



• UIUC has autonomous vehicles class 
• WITH ACTUAL VEHICLE!

Class project: brake for pedestrian
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Get dataset

Use SIFT Use HOG Other features

Build + evaluate
classifier

Submit paper

Accepted



Other features

Get dataset

Use SIFT
Convolutional
Neural Net

Build + evaluate
classifier

Submit paper

Accepted

Use HOG

or regression





• But
• This is increasingly expensive
• It is surprisingly fragile
• It is kind of boring 

Other features

Get dataset

Use SIFT
Convolutional
Neural Net

Build + evaluate
classifier

Submit paper

Accepted

Use HOG



• Vision in general is flourishing
• Greatest strengths

• using data to construct effective, highly polished features
• classification;  detection; reconstruction;

• BUT 
• increasingly focused on classification and regression for huge datasets
• a money game

• What should academic vision do?
• Join a crew

• works for some; 
• boring; narrowing

• Contrarianism
• do stuff industry can’t or won’t do

Computer Vision Today



• Greatest problems
• intellectual

• what does/should vision do?
• why we break the rules of machine learning with impunity?
• how to make deep networks a reliable tool?
• what if there isn’t much training data?

• Low and no - what substitutes for data?
• Authored spatial models (intrinsic images
• Math (Relighting)

What should academic vision do?



Intrinsics and Extrinsics



Why care about intrinsics…

• Different images of the same thing look different
• under different lights
• Consequences:  classification problems; detection problems

From Flickr, webcam in Finland (SUNILA FI KAMERA)



Why care about intrinsics…

• Different images of the same thing look different
• under different lights
• Consequences:  classification problems; detection problems

• Two strategies to cope:
• compute shading independent representation and use that

• how? 
• this is an intrinsic image

• train method to ignore shading
• by showing it lots of examples of what shading can do
• how?  

• current evidence says there isn’t enough



Intrinsic images

• Maps of scene (rather than image) properties

Barrow+Tenenbaum, 1978



Intrinsic images

• Tricky to be precise 
• distance, normal in image frame change when camera moves

Barrow+Tenenbaum, 1978



Intrinsic images

• Key question:
• what changes (doesn’t change) when 

• object moves from image to image?
• scene moves from image to image?

• Intrinsic
• shape, and affordances that follow
• surface properties, and affordances that follow

• color, lightness, gloss, wetness, shininess, roughness, etc.
• volume properties, and affordances that follow

• rigidity, squishiness, etc.
• Extrinsic

• pixel level appearance
• shading, pixel color, image mask

• co-occurrence properties



Intrinsic images

• Broadest version:
• image-like maps of affordances of depicted objects
• Q: do we need image-like maps?

• A1: who knows? maybe they should live on meshes?
• A2: we certainly need to know how to recover affordances

• Modern proxy:
• recover map of albedo and of shading
• albedo - intrinsic
• shading - extrinsic

• This is physically motivated, but it isn’t physics
• because we’re not that focused on physical parameters, so much as effects



Intrinsic images might be good for…

• Classification/detection under relighting
• apply your method to intrinsic image

• Insertion rendering (reshading):
• Move an object from one image to another and make it look natural

• eg for training detectors; computational photography

• Scene relighting:
• Take an image of a scene, and generate a new lighting that looks natural

• eg for training classifiers; computational photography



 Insertion Rendering

• Algorithm
• Take an object out of one image
• Put it in another image

• Advantages:
• you know where it is (so good for detector training)
• easy to do (so good for consumer rendering)

• Problem:
• very often doesn’t work

• boundary problems
• lighting problems

Lalonde et al, 07



Inserting fragments

Lalonde et al, 07



Illumination issues: bad match

Lalonde et al, 07



If object geometry, material are known…

• Insertion is now well developed
•



Results

Karsch ea 11



Results

Karsch ea 11



Insertion rendering
Cut and paste

Something
happens



Relevant, and hard

• Relevant:
• Key question:

• object moves from image to image: what changes (doesn’t change) ?

• Hard
• pix next page



Real images - same scene, different lights

https://projects.csail.mit.edu/illumination/



Challenges

• Fix the resulting picture so it looks real

• Likely by reshading object
• or maybe relighting scene

• Q1:
• Can we fix shading in this way? (reshading)

• Q2:
• Can we learn to relight scenes?



Strategies for reshading/relighting

• “Inverse graphics”
• build a big dataset of 3D stuff, with surface material details
• render; now train a regression to reconstruct from images
• reshade/relight by:

• inverse graphics
• physical render

• Image based reshading/relighting
• Use images as data, without supervision
• Problem:

• How?



Inverse graphics is unconvincing

• How do visual agents do it?

• What do we need to model correctly?
• Authoring really good material models remains hard

• Why are faithful representations of real scenes good data?



Insertion rendering by consistency

R
enderer

For inserted object, extrinsics may change, intrinsics may not

Is this “like an image”?

Is this cut and 
paste albedo?

Are these 
“like real”?



Relighting with StyleGAN

Picture must change,  intrinsics may not



Intrinsic images

• Traditional vision problem
• recover albedo from an image

• History
• Land - early Retinex papers
• Land + McCann - revised Retinex
• Horn, Blake - variant Retinex as elliptic PDE 
• Many, many variants

• multiple shaded 
• with depth
• color constancy



Albedo/shading and Retinex

• Spatial reasoning, Land (59, 59, 77); Land +McCann 71:
• Surface color changes either quickly or not at all
• Light color changes slowly
• Retinex

• large family of algorithms
• quite hard to know what Retinex does (Brainard+Wandell, 86)



Computer vision versions of Retinex

Horn, 73; 74
Brelstaff+Blake, 87;

multiple variants



Computer vision versions of Retinex

Horn, 73; 74
Brelstaff+Blake, 87;

multiple variants;
shading typically follows by 

division
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log p =
arg min

l
||(rl)� threshold(r log I) ||2



General theme

• Albedo and shading fields have different spatial models

• This is seen in classic and modern literature
• classic literature examples
• modern literature examples -TV denoising of albedo fields

• Algorithmic question: 
• how do we efficiently use spatial models to decompose?



Evaluation

• Up until surprisingly recently, a non-issue!
• Current options:

• Captured:
• GT

• MIT dataset 
• Multi-image

• MIT multi-image
• GT comparisons

• IIW dataset; SAW dataset
• Rendered:

• Sintel; Sintel variant; CGIntrinsics
• Openrooms
• Photoscene



MIT Intrinsic Images

https://www.cs.toronto.edu/~rgrosse/intrinsic/



MIT Multi-Image

https://projects.csail.mit.edu/illumination/



https://projects.csail.mit.edu/illumination/



Intrinsic Images in the wild

http://opensurfaces.cs.cornell.edu/intrinsic/



Evaluation: collect human judgements

Bell, Bala, Snavely, 2014



This gives an evaluation task

• WHDR=Weighted Human Disagreement Ratio
• compute lightness from intrinsic image representation at points
• predict

• A lighter than B
• B lighter than A
• Lightness match

• compute weighted estimate of accuracy
• weights low where human judgements are uncertain, high otherwise

• There are issues (below), but allows evaluation
• and competition

Bell, Bala, Snavely, 2014



Shading annotations (SAW)

http://opensurfaces.cs.cornell.edu/saw/



MPI Sintel

• Rendered frames for a CGI movie, with render layers

• Issue:
• Image has more layers than albedo and diffuse shading

• so AxS <> I

http://sintel.is.tue.mpg.de



MPI Sintel Refined

• Construction due to Wang+Lu, 18, qv



CGIIntrinsics

https://www.cs.cornell.edu/projects/cgintrinsics/



Other Possible Intrinsics

• Surface relief and material properties
• and perhaps many of them

• Surface mechanical properties
• Surface glossiness
• Texture flow



Relief - intrinsic, because
small local shadows do not

move with illumination
(at least Koenderink+Van Doorn, 77) 



Relief - intrinsic, because
small local shadows do not

move with illumination
(at least Koenderink+Van Doorn, 77) 



Fur - intrinsic, because
small local shadows do not

move with illumination
(at least Koenderink+Van Doorn, 77) 



Relief - intrinsic (at least at this scale), 
because small local shadows do not

move with illumination
(at least Koenderink+Van Doorn, 77) 



??? - intrinsic, because
mostly not a property of viewing

circumstances (?)



Iridescence 
creating intrinsic gloss effects

 intrinsic because the color effects will be
there for almost all illumination



??? - intrinsic, the specularities
move but are always there



??? - intrinsic, the specularities
move but are always there



Other Possible Extrinsics

• Glossy reflected component
• Luminaires
• Lens flare
• Rain effects
• etc.



Gloss/specular - clearly extrinsic,
when the light moves, this moves



Lens flares -  clearly intrinsic,
product of viewing circumstances



Luminaires - 
extrinsic or intrinsic?

worth knowing about, anyhow



Algorithmic approaches

• Huge literature
• Break out (roughly) by training data 

• No-ground-truth methods (N-methods)
• use no labels, albedo, shading for any image  

• (but might use some to set a thresh, etc)

• Ground-truth methods (G-methods)
• use CGI albedos, shadings, real albedos, real shadings, or IIW labels

• Stats-only methods (S-methods)
• see statistical summaries of CGI albedo, shading but no other data

• Paradigm methods (P-methods)
• use synthetic training data produced by abstract spatial models



Inference by Optimization

• Canonical N-method recipe

• Apply the priors that
• albedo is piecewise constant
• there are “few” albedo values
• albedo and shading explain image

• Solve
• eg Bell 14, Nestmeyer 17, Bi 15
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di↵(A ⇤ S, I) + prior(A) + prior(S)



Optimization

• Issues: 
• albedo is piecewise constant quite hard to apply

• hard to tell derivative is zero at small scales
• hard to apply over long scales

• there are “few” albedo values
• fiddly to apply; often post-hoc

• albedo and shading explain image
• not really

• Important echo in recent methods
• TV-denoise predicted albedo
• or use bilateral solver



From Bi et al 18



N-method recipe B

• ?
• obtain image sequences where lighting varies, scene doesn’t

• mask sky, pedestrians, etc.
• UNet predicts per frame albedo/shading
• Sequence losses

• albedo must be piecewise constant and not vary across time
• albedo, shading explain image
• shading is smooth spatially

• BIGTIME dataset

Qi Snavely, 18



Qi Snavely, 18



N-method recipe C

• Obtain outdoor image sequences from fixed camera
• albedo fixed, illumination varies
• obtain many outdoor images, with overlapping content, in varying lighting
• from single image, predict

• depth
• normal
• albedo 
• illumination (low-d parametric outdoor model, from data)

• training loss
• feed inferences into differentiable renderer - compare result w/image
• compare depth, normal to that from multiview stereo
• require albedo to agree in matched points

Yu+Smith, 18, 19



Yu+Smith, 18, 19



Yu+Smith, 18, 19



Algorithmic approaches

• Huge literature
• Break out (roughly) by training data 

• No-ground-truth methods (N-methods)
• use no labels, albedo, shading for any image  

• (but might use some to set a thresh, etc)

• Ground-truth methods (G-methods)
• use CGI albedos, shadings, real albedos, real shadings, or IIW labels

• Stats-only methods (S-methods)
• see statistical summaries of CGI albedo, shading but no other data

• Paradigm methods (P-methods)
• use synthetic training data produced by abstract spatial models



Recent strategies - Regression

• Canonical G-method recipe

• Regression of ground truth against image 
• use training set from WHDR data (Narihira et al 2015)

• and perhaps rendered data 
• surprisingly,  rendered data is very helpful 

• Li et al 18; Bi et al 18; Fan et al 18; etc

• Surprising because
• Albedo in renderings isn’t like albedo in the world
• Illumination in renderings *really* isn’t like illumination in the world



From Bi et al 18



An S-method

• Idea:
• learn models of reflectance, 

shading from CGI
• find decomposition that is 

consistent with models

Liu et al, 20



Algorithmic approaches

• Huge literature
• Break out (roughly) by training data 

• No-ground-truth methods (N-methods)
• use no labels, albedo, shading for any image  

• (but might use some to set a thresh, etc)

• Ground-truth methods (G-methods)
• use CGI albedos, shadings, real albedos, real shadings, or IIW labels

• Stats-only methods (S-methods)
• see statistical summaries of CGI albedo, shading but no other data

• Paradigm methods (P-methods)
• use synthetic training data produced by abstract spatial models



An S-method

• Strategy:
• train autoencoders for albedo, shading on CGI
• now train encoder, “code splitter” for images

• code splitter maps image code to albedo, shading codes
• reconstruct albedo, shading from codes using fixed decoders
• loss

• do these reconstructions explain image?
• variety of housekeeping losses



Fan et al 18 Qi et al 18 Huang et al 18

Liu et al, 20



Recent history



Algorithmic approaches

• Huge literature
• Break out (roughly) by training data 

• No-ground-truth methods (N-methods)
• use no labels, albedo, shading for any image  

• (but might use some to set a thresh, etc)

• Ground-truth methods (G-methods)
• use CGI albedos, shadings, real albedos, real shadings, or IIW labels

• Stats-only methods (S-methods)
• see statistical summaries of CGI albedo, shading but no other data

• Paradigm methods (P-methods)
• use synthetic training data produced by abstract spatial models



A P-method

• Idea:
• regression is good, but we don’t trust CGI
• instead, make spatial models of albedo, shading (paradigms)

• draw samples, and regress
• control behavior on real images with adversary



Choosing paradigms

• Albedo paradigm captures:
• albedos piecewise constant
• reasonable color distribution
• many edges; no orientation bias; some vertices with degree>3

• Shading paradigm captures:
• mostly smooth, but some sharp edges
• some dark/light spots
• uniform color

• Samples from a spatial model
• chosen by best guess; doesn’t seem to matter much



Spatial models

DAF 21

Albedo

Shading

Image

*

=



Various options



A regression network



Easy losses

• Paradigms should be correctly decomposed
• with small residual

• Composing decomposed images
• should have small residual

DAF 21



Adversarial Smoothing

• Real images should
• have albedo that locally “looks like” paradigms
• have shading that locally “looks like” paradigms
• have small residual

• Repeat:
• Adjust adversary to distinguish between 

paradigms and network outputs
• Adjust network outputs to fool adversary



Adversarial Smoothing

• Origins in GAN’s (Goodfellow et al 14), 
BUT
• they’re unlikely to match!

• Paradigms are short scale models
• ensure adversary sees data only locally
• discriminator output is mean of per-window losses



PatchGAN trick

• Gen. albedos look like examples only at short scales
• Discriminator should NOT see the whole example or it will win easily

• Trick

Convolutional
layer, leaky ReLU,
Stride=2

Convolutional
layer, leaky ReLU,
Stride=2

Convolutional
layer, leaky ReLU,
Stride=2

...

Compute loss
and average



Training constraints

• Real images should
• have albedo that locally “looks like” paradigms
• have shading that locally “looks like” paradigms
• have small residual

Local
Adversary

Locally = PatchGAN like trick



This story has a major problem

• Stopping training at different times yields different results
• Different crops of an image have different albedos

• even at overlapping albedos



Adversarial Smoothing

• BUT:
• GAN “theory” doesn’t apply
• no reason to believe that distributions can match

• there may not be a saddle point
• so this isn’t really a loss, and doesn’t really converge!

• Stopping training at different points -> different albedos!



Equivariance

• Translate, rotate, scale image 
• albedo for translated (etc) image should be translated albedo
• shading for translated (etc) image should be translated shading

• This is a class of equivariance property

• But the network doesn’t know this should be the case…



There is a problem to solve



Imposing equivariance

• Adversarial smoothing:
• Moving average of model coefficients

• Translation:
• cover image with many, shifted, overlapping tiles
• for each, recover albedo, shading

• albedo at pixel is weighted average of all overlapping tiles

• Scale:
• rescale image up, down

• for each, recover albedo/shading using translation averaging
• then rescale back

• average results

• Rotation
• average estimates from above over 8 flips (expensive)



Averaging very strongly suppresses error



SOTA WHDR Smaller
is betterSee WHDR data

in training

Yes

No

DAF+Rock, 22



Qualitative results

DAF+Rock, 22



DAF+Rock, 22



Evaluation

• Doesn’t use IIW images in training
• so we can use all IIW data to evaluate
• plot a boxplot of WHDR for multiple simulated test sets

• WHDR testing
• literature contains a number of variants
• we use

• abs(a-b)<=thresh => same
• a-b>thresh => a lighter
• b-a>thresh => b lighter
• fixed thresholds 0.1, 0.165

• Plot standard test set WHDR
• threshold chosen using training set



Paradigms and adversary help

Strong model no adversarial
smoothing

no direct
paradigms

W
H

D
R

Standard test set

Simulated test sets,
fixed thresholds

Red is training set threshold
Black is oracle threshold



Averaging for equivariance is essential

Strong model no adversarial
smoothing

no direct
paradigms

W
H

D
R

Without 
Averaging

Averaging



PatchGAN scale is important

W
H

D
R

Scales DAF+Rock, 22



Variance is a problem

Same model, different seed

DAF+Rock, 22



CGI is a problem

CGI albedo
CGI shading

Para albedo
CGI shading

CGI albedo
Para shading

Simple albedo
Para shading

Para albedo
Para shading

DAF+Rock, 22



Why is CGI not great?

CGI Shading noise
CGI shading is “simple”

Para shading

CGI shading

Para albedo

CGI albedo

CGI albedo is “simple”

Paradigms pack pixel problems prodigiously

Paradigms are aggressive summaries of real problems



Finnish webcam







Actually, there is a snake in this garden



Annoying properties of current models

• Weird albedos
• likely to do with WHDR evaluation

• Indecisiveness
• Deep and poorly understood

• Poor behavior on multi-image datasets



WHDR is tricky

Fan 18 - current SOTA WHDR of 14.45%

• Note: 
• odd colors
• “colored paper” effect
• “indecision”



Small WHDR isn’t enough

• Easy check
• construct simulated dataset of albedo pairs (a_i, a_j)

• test (a_i-a_j)  against threshold - simulated ground truth
• Now randomly search 1D mappings h(a) taking 0-1 to 0-1 so that

• WHDR(h(a)) computed from simulated ground truth is small
• Q: 

• are there many such mappings?
• A: yes!

• what are they like?









Indecisiveness

From Bi et al 18



Indecisiveness remains (aargh!)









Obvious attack is unsatisfactory

• Train with multi-illuminant dataset 
• to produce the same albedo for different illuminations of the same scene

• Problem
• weird albedos, with massive suppression of variation







What is the right answer?

• Depends on the application
• “True” albedo leaves out many 

intrinsic effects 
• shadows in folds, grooves, etc.
• likely very important for a sense 

of realism in re-rendering

Photo by Pandav Tank on Unsplash

Albedo

Shading



From Bi et al 18



From Bi et al 18



How should one evaluate?

• WHDR
• WHDR has real problems

• AND
• Some measure of decisiveness

• AND
• A multi-image score

• AND
• Some measure of equivariance

• AND 
• in the context of application



More than one snake, actually…



Adversarial losses

• Issue: 
• we are making pictures that should have a strong structure

• albedo piecewise constant, etc.
• but we don’t know how to write a loss that imposes that structure

• Strategy:
• build a classifier that tries to tell the difference between

• true examples
• examples we made

• use that classifier as a loss



A GAN

Generative 
Adversarial

Network

Grosse slides



Grosse slides

Notice: we want the discriminator to make a 1 for  real data, 0 for fake data

Solution (if exists, which is uncertain; and if 
can be found, ditto) is known as a saddle point.

It has strong properties, but not much worth 
talking about, as we don’t know if it is there or

whether we have found it.



Thakar slides



Important, general issue

• If either generator or discriminator “wins” -> problem

• Discriminator “wins”
• it may not be able to tell the generator how to fix examples
• discriminators classify, rather than supply gradient

• Generator “wins”
• likely the discriminator is too stupid to be useful

• Very little theory to guide on this point



Grosse slides



Grosse slides



One must be careful about losses…

Grosse slides



One must be careful about losses…
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Alternative losses

• Hinge:
• Discriminator makes D(im)

• want
• real images -> -1
• fake -> 1

• Discriminator loss:

• where y_i=-1 for real, y_i=1 for fake
• Generator loss:

•

<latexit sha1_base64="aijCDd2tmtUrGnw+YLeziL0yCSg=">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</latexit> X

fakes and real

max(0, 1� yiD(Ii))
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fakes

D(Ii)



Theory

Goodfellow et al 14



“Theory”

• What if they don’t have enough capacity?
• What if p_g doesn’t make “enough progress”?
• In what sense converges? 

• p_data is a set of samples
• we DON’T WANT usual convergences
• we WANT convergence to some smoothed p_data

• how smoothed? how controlled?

Goodfellow et al 14



Questions

• How do we hobble an adversary in a useful way?
• dunno

• When is an adversarial smoother helpful?
• dunno

•



And some promising green shoots, too …





Formal equivariance

• We’re interested in mappings from image to image
• Model image as function on the plane (i.e. ignore pixel discretization)

• What such mappings can exist for what groups?

• Obviously, some do
• I(x, y)->I^2(x, y)  is clearly equivariant under any action on the plane
• but it isn’t very interesting….



Formal equivariance

• We have equivariant mapping

• and we want to evaluate                - what values of f do we need to know?

• support of          at
<latexit sha1_base64="ifSPWhIRFqUCnhxM6rl8/v1z/6w=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPRi8cI9gPaUDbbTbN0dxN2N0IJ/QtePCji1T/kzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZemHKmjet+O5W19Y3Nrep2bWd3b/+gfnjU0UmmCG2ThCeqF2JNOZO0bZjhtJcqikXIaTec3BV+94kqzRL5aKYpDQQeSxYxgk0hDfyYDesNt+nOgVaJV5IGlPCH9a/BKCGZoNIQjrXue25qghwrwwins9og0zTFZILHtG+pxILqIJ/fOkNnVhmhKFG2pEFz9fdEjoXWUxHaToFNrJe9QvzP62cmuglyJtPMUEkWi6KMI5Og4nE0YooSw6eWYKKYvRWRGCtMjI2nZkPwll9eJZ2LpnfV9B4uG63bMo4qnMApnIMH19CCe/ChDQRieIZXeHOE8+K8Ox+L1opTzhzDHzifP+SxjiU=</latexit>

�

<latexit sha1_base64="gOYakwMj3F+dnE1Dz47Jz/9Nwx0=">AAACAHicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh48eFksgqeSiKh4KnrxWMF+QBPKZrtpl242YXeilNCLf8WLB0W8+jO8+W/ctDlo64OBx3szzMwLEsE1OM63VVpaXlldK69XNja3tnfs3b2WjlNFWZPGIladgGgmuGRN4CBYJ1GMRIFg7WB0k/vtB6Y0j+U9jBPmR2QgecgpASP17AOvMeT4CofYU3wwBKJU/IhJpWdXnZozBV4kbkGqqECjZ395/ZimEZNABdG66zoJ+BlRwKlgk4qXapYQOiID1jVUkohpP5s+MMHHRunjMFamJOCp+nsiI5HW4ygwnRGBoZ73cvE/r5tCeOlnXCYpMElni8JUYIhxngbuc8UoiLEhhCpubsV0SBShYDLLQ3DnX14krdOae15z786q9esijjI6REfoBLnoAtXRLWqgJqJogp7RK3qznqwX6936mLWWrGJmH/2B9fkDztSVRA==</latexit>

� : f ! a

<latexit sha1_base64="WH0TdOy3OnZYv7R+/9jUYk9vZno=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr6kZwM1gEF1ISEXVZdOOyon1AE8JkOmmHTiZhZiKUEDf+ihsXirj1L9z5N04fC209cOFwzr3ce0+Ycqa043xbC4tLyyurpbXy+sbm1ra9s9tUSSYJbZCEJ7IdYkU5E7Shmea0nUqK45DTVji4HvmtByoVS8S9HqbUj3FPsIgRrI0U2Pu5RzBHd0WQe/U+O0G5F0YoK4rArjhVZww0T9wpqcAU9cD+8roJyWIqNOFYqY7rpNrPsdSMcFqUvUzRFJMB7tGOoQLHVPn5+IMCHRmli6JEmhIajdXfEzmOlRrGoemMse6rWW8k/ud1Mh1d+jkTaaapIJNFUcaRTtAoDtRlkhLNh4ZgIpm5FZE+lphoE1rZhODOvjxPmqdV97zq3p5ValfTOEpwAIdwDC5cQA1uoA4NIPAIz/AKb9aT9WK9Wx+T1gVrOrMHf2B9/gCylJZp</latexit>

S�,u

<latexit sha1_base64="39kFw4gQszbUDtXWiyD1Z3gjJ7k=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSLUS0lE1GPRi8cK9gPbUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gsvHhTx6r/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/nZXVtfWNzcJWcXtnd2+/dHDY1HGqGDZYLGLVDqhGwSU2DDcC24lCGgUCW8Hoduq3nlBpHssHM07Qj+hA8pAzaqz0SCtZNwhJOjnrlcpu1Z2BLBMvJ2XIUe+Vvrr9mKURSsME1brjuYnxM6oMZwInxW6qMaFsRAfYsVTSCLWfzS6ekFOr9EkYK1vSkJn6eyKjkdbjKLCdETVDvehNxf+8TmrCaz/jMkkNSjZfFKaCmJhM3yd9rpAZMbaEMsXtrYQNqaLM2JCKNgRv8eVl0jyvepdV7/6iXLvJ4yjAMZxABTy4ghrcQR0awEDCM7zCm6OdF+fd+Zi3rjj5zBH8gfP5A7B6kEc=</latexit>

a(u)
<latexit sha1_base64="3HZ8TJGl9xGLtZLppwPHbO96U1U=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/ggvHhTx6u/x5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq6zhVDFssFrHqBlSj4BJbhhuB3UQhjQKBnWByl/udJ1Sax/LRTBP0IzqSPOSMGit1sn4QknQ2qNbcujsHWSVeQWpQoDmofvWHMUsjlIYJqnXPcxPjZ1QZzgTOKv1UY0LZhI6wZ6mkEWo/m587I2dWGZIwVrakIXP190RGI62nUWA7I2rGetnLxf+8XmrCGz/jMkkNSrZYFKaCmJjkv5MhV8iMmFpCmeL2VsLGVFFmbEIVG4K3/PIqaV/Uvau693BZa9wWcZThBE7hHDy4hgbcQxNawGACz/AKb07ivDjvzseiteQUM8fwB87nDyxzj3c=</latexit>u

u
<latexit sha1_base64="WH0TdOy3OnZYv7R+/9jUYk9vZno=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr6kZwM1gEF1ISEXVZdOOyon1AE8JkOmmHTiZhZiKUEDf+ihsXirj1L9z5N04fC209cOFwzr3ce0+Ycqa043xbC4tLyyurpbXy+sbm1ra9s9tUSSYJbZCEJ7IdYkU5E7Shmea0nUqK45DTVji4HvmtByoVS8S9HqbUj3FPsIgRrI0U2Pu5RzBHd0WQe/U+O0G5F0YoK4rArjhVZww0T9wpqcAU9cD+8roJyWIqNOFYqY7rpNrPsdSMcFqUvUzRFJMB7tGOoQLHVPn5+IMCHRmli6JEmhIajdXfEzmOlRrGoemMse6rWW8k/ud1Mh1d+jkTaaapIJNFUcaRTtAoDtRlkhLNh4ZgIpm5FZE+lphoE1rZhODOvjxPmqdV97zq3p5ValfTOEpwAIdwDC5cQA1uoA4NIPAIz/AKb9aT9WK9Wx+T1gVrOrMHf2B9/gCylJZp</latexit>

S�,u



Formal equivariance

u g(u)

Frame 1 Frame 2

But this means there are very few interesting translation equivariant mappings
of actual images (by easy contradiction, below); we have only

are equivariant - so we need a weaker notion

<latexit sha1_base64="Ms9AM93cB22o7wX6XFpqYgZy4z4=">AAACGXicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBahXkoiouKp6MVjBfsBTSmb7aZZusmG3Y1SQv+GF/+KFw+KeNST/8Ztm4O2Phh4vDfDzDw/4Uxpx/m2CkvLK6trxfXSxubW9o69u9dUIpWENojgQrZ9rChnMW1opjltJ5LiyOe05Q+vJ37rnkrFRHynRwntRngQs4ARrI3Usx2vHjJ0iYJK5vkBSsfHyJNsEGospXhAIfIIk+SX3bPLTtWZAi0SNydlyFHv2Z9eX5A0orEmHCvVcZ1EdzMsNSOcjkteqmiCyRAPaMfQGEdUdbPpZ2N0ZJQ+CoQ0FWs0VX9PZDhSahT5pjPCOlTz3kT8z+ukOrjoZixOUk1jMlsUpBxpgSYxoT6TlGg+MgQTycytiIRYYqJNmCUTgjv/8iJpnlTds6p7e1quXeVxFOEADqECLpxDDW6gDg0g8AjP8Apv1pP1Yr1bH7PWgpXP7MMfWF8/sjme4g==</latexit>

� : f(u) ! h � f(u)

<latexit sha1_base64="HaO37Itgdd7TZbgneXveMY2UGto=">AAACBHicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr6rKbwSJUkJKIqMuiG5cV7QOaECbTSTt08mBmIpSQhRt/xY0LRdz6Ee78G6dtFtp64MLhnHu59x4/4Uwqy/o2lpZXVtfWSxvlza3tnV1zb78t41QQ2iIxj0XXx5JyFtGWYorTbiIoDn1OO/7oeuJ3HqiQLI7u1TihbogHEQsYwUpLnlkZ1DKHYI7uci9zmkN2gjLHD1Ca58eeWbXq1hRokdgFqUKBpmd+Of2YpCGNFOFYyp5tJcrNsFCMcJqXnVTSBJMRHtCephEOqXSz6RM5OtJKHwWx0BUpNFV/T2Q4lHIc+rozxGoo572J+J/XS1Vw6WYsSlJFIzJbFKQcqRhNEkF9JihRfKwJJoLpWxEZYoGJ0rmVdQj2/MuLpH1at8/r9u1ZtXFVxFGCChxCDWy4gAbcQBNaQOARnuEV3own48V4Nz5mrUtGMXMAf2B8/gBQUZc/</latexit>

g(S�,u)
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Formal equivariance



IDEA - average over accessible windows

• Averaging over all windows runs into a problem
• image boundaries

• Average over windows that don’t cross boundaries
• Q:

• what windows?

• A:
• assume mapping is always a U-net, defined on DxD grid
• assume image is defined on 0-1 x 0-1 = U(nit square)
• average over all g such that

• g(image) is a subset of 0-1 x 0-1



U-net

Average

Image

W1

W2



Averaging  = ensemble estimate

\



Image

W1

W2

<latexit sha1_base64="+ylu4qkXPizKbiS4ufwK/ToAaCc=">AAACEHicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfqx69DAZREMKuiIogBL14ESKYB2RDmJ10kiGzO8vMbEhY9hO8+CtePCji1aM3/8bJ46CJBQ1FVTfdXX7EmdKO821lFhaXlleyq7m19Y3NLXt7p6JELCmUqeBC1nyigLMQypppDrVIAgl8DlW/dzPyq32QionwQQ8jaASkE7I2o0QbqWkfeoEvBsmdaAG/xDjF5GqiaBkD7hMeQ3rsDVjTzjsFZww8T9wpyaMpSk37y2sJGgcQasqJUnXXiXQjIVIzyiHNebGCiNAe6UDd0JAEoBrJ+KEUHxilhdtCmgo1Hqu/JxISKDUMfNMZEN1Vs95I/M+rx7p90UhYGMUaQjpZ1I451gKP0sEtJoFqPjSEUMnMrZh2iSRUmwxzJgR39uV5UjkpuGcF9/40X7yexpFFe2gfHSEXnaMiukUlVEYUPaJn9IrerCfrxXq3PiatGWs6s4v+wPr8AW4RnNk=</latexit>

Model: a = true value + ⇠
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Ewindows[⇠] = 0
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⇠
Properties:

spatially strongly correlated
depends on whole image, illumination, etc.





Suppressing Lighting induced Variance

• MIT dataset has a special structure
• illlumination is known and controlled

• image_ij = scene_i x illum_j
• where j’th illum is the same across scenes

• This makes it “easy” to build a relighter
• illumination rep. w/ code (SLC - source lighting code; TLC - target etc)
• train w/ L1L2 loss and adversary



SLC TLC



In







Options to compare

• No lighting averaging albedo (NLA):
• Take image in lighting j, compute albedo
• now compute variance of albedo over all j’s

• Lighting averaging (VCA):
• Take image in lighting j

• now generate best estimates of images under lighting k
• compute albedo for each; average to get variance controlled albedo

• now compute variance of albedo over all j’s



NLA



VCA



Actually improves variance



Questions

• Can we do something more efficient than averaging?
• likely, dunno what

• Can we come up with a learned weighting scheme?
• likely, dunno if it’ll be helpful

• Can we average out the the effects of illumination?
• Yes - but what is limit?

• Can we distill and so avoid averaging?
• I think no, but…

• Can we train in this form of ensemble averaging?
• maybe

• Is this useful for other estimators?
• likely yes, but requires care (surface normal example)



With what we have, we can build..



Applications - Insertion rendering

• Algorithm
• Take an object out of one image
• Put it in another image
• Now fix the result so that it looks real

• preserve intrinsics of cut-and-paste
• adjust extrinsics to be consistent with lighting

• Without much comment
• extend paradigm model to deal with Albedo x Shading + Gloss

• more paradigms, bigger network, seems to help



Bhattad et al 22



• Danger:
• transient maps “know” a lot about the scene
• we want to 

• keep information about illumination field
• drop information about normals, etc.

Bhattad et al 22
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Choice of intrinsic image method matters 

Bhattad et al 22





and it opens avenues for exploration…



Relighting scenes

• Goal:  
• from image of a scene, make image in new lighting
• Why?

• What would it be like if?
• Data augmentation
• better averaging

• Procedure:
• Easy if you have examples consisting of many lightings of each scene

• Precomputed Radiance Transfer
• Illumination Cones

• But what if you don’t?



Relighting scenes

• Procedures:
• Math

• Easy if you have examples consisting of many lightings of each scene
• Precomputed Radiance Transfer
• Illumination Cones

• But what if you don’t?
• can get OK, not great pix

• Bully a StyleGAN
• takes care

• can get lovely pix, doesn’t currently like GAN inversion



Shading facts of life

• Scene shading is linear in luminaires
• Precomputed Radiance Transfer/Illumination cones

• Imagine we have k (big) lightings of given scene
• New lightings are some linear combination of these
• If k lightings are IID, principal components (say) yield

• a set of basis lightings
• a moderately good model of luminaire probability

• EGM
• estimated generator matrix
• linear mapping from luminaire parameters to shadings

• BUT we don’t have these images!



Math class is tough

From Koenderink slides on image texture and the flow of light

Q: what happens to interreflection 
solution if:

    luminaire changes a bit (easy)
    albedo changes a bit (harder)
    geometry changes a bit (mysterious)



Idea: learn from OTHER scenes!

DAF++ 22



with bounded error!

DAF++ 22



Procedure

• Network predicts 
• dim x 15 light transport matrix (LTM)
• mean
• covariance 
• image shading  (shade)
• from image

• Obtain losses from theorems
• predictions should represent shading of “nearby” scenes “well”
• mean and covariance are mean and covariance of nearby scene shadings

• Relighting by
• draw random vector from weight distribution
• multiply by LTM -> relight
• image * (relight/shade)



DAF++ 22



DAF++ 22



Evaluation

• Qualitative:
• We don’t get relightings as good as models that have

• multiple relights of the scene
• multiple images of the scene
• (maybe) CGI training data

• Not great, but easy

• Quantitative:
• can show

• Low FID for high RMSD



DAF++ 22
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Applications: Physics into StyleGAN

• Established pastime
• find directions d_i to add to w to get 

desired results
• eg Shen et al 21; Zhu et al 21

• Q: 
• can we find d_i that fix albedo, change 

shading, gloss
• or change albedo, fix shading, gloss

Karras et al 19



Applications: relighting

Bhattad et al 22b

















Applications: Physics into StyleGAN

Karras et al 19

T(w(z))



How to evaluate?

• We want to make pictures StyleGAN cannot make
• FID should get *bigger*  (this happens)

• AND 
• there should be no z such that w(z) approx w+d_i

T(w(z))











Conclusions

• Classic no-data problems 
• can be attacked very well w/o data but remain very hard to evaluate

• CGI data is dicey and inefficient
• Big Qs:

• how does one fake data that gets good results?
• is a search possible?

• Equivariance deserves a lot of close attention
• Big Qs:

• how to think about this?
• computational efficiency?

• GAN theory ditto
• Big Qs: 

• what happens if there isn’t (and can’t be) a saddle point?
• how do I know what lies to tell the discriminator?



Lagniappe:  Extreme style transfer

• Distinguishing persistent vs transient is powerful
• Turn a face into a cartoon

• expression controlled by face
• style (hair color, eye shape, etc. etc.) controlled by a random number

Chong et al, ND



Extreme style transfer

Chong et al, ND


